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By Jeffrey A. Tucker, Brownstone Institute

At least the UK held public hearings, even if they were gamed from the start. There is a smidgeon of honesty that they held them at all. After all, the
Covid era of public policy, in the US and all over the world, was the worst deployment of compulsory public policy in our lifetimes. It affected the
whole of life in ways that were unthinkable even a year before. 

It was not an act of nature. It was designed and deployed by men in power. 

A chronicle of what’s been shattered yields a litany of horribles: educational losses, ruined businesses, rampant mental illness, medical injury,
homelessness, job upheaval and loss, depleted arts, wrecked families and communities, inflation, ruined national accounts, a generation of
students traumatized, bitter political divisions, and a widespread lack of hope in the future. 

That list is only a fraction of the cost. And the words above are anodyne to the real experiences of people. Whenever the subject comes up in
private conversation, the result is a jaw-dropping accounting of personal despair and tragedy, often followed by tears under some circumstances.
Constitutional government was shot and most of what we believed was and was not possible in public life was torched by the sheer ferocity of
tyranny pushed by mostly unelected bureaucrats. 

None of what you just read is overtly disputed by anyone. Hardly anyone can be found today who defends what happened, except perhaps in the
most sheepish terms, and nearly always with the obviously false proviso that “We just didn’t know then what we know now.” That seems like a
shabby excuse for what’s resulted. These days – again, mostly in private conversations – hardly any apocalyptic prediction seems beyond the
realm of plausibility. 

The public silence over this entire subject is beyond bizarre. There are political conventions happening all over the country. They are attended by
thousands. Everyone is rallying about and for something. But the Covid response hardly comes up. When it does, it is quick and perfunctory
conversation and quickly dropped. The only two candidates who dwell on the topic at all – Ron DeSantis and Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. – are
systematically marginalized and...(READ THIS FULL ARTICLE, FOR FREE, HERE).

Contributor posts published on Zero Hedge do not necessarily represent the views and opinions of Zero Hedge, and are not selected, edited or
screened by Zero Hedge editors.
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  The sheeple were stampeded, got played, and now they are embarrassed about both. Therefore the silence.

RagaMuffin





16 1 Reply

1 week ago

The genociders want to forget about it.

Huh?

Arch_Stanton





19 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

They're desperately trying to rewrite the narrative in plain view

RagaMuffin





11 1 Reply

1 week ago

they fix elections
keeper20





2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

 

Those that pushed the death jab now want to save their skins from retribution. Just look at the story of Randy Weingarten.

There are two categories of genociders. 

One category was those who swallowed the propaganda and lies believing in the fake science. Others fell to the lust of
power the lockdowns and control. Most of them took the death jab too and became victims themselves because they
were fools.

The other category of genociders are the ones who promoted the death jabs and did not take them because they knew
about it was a bio weapon and had after effects. Many publicly showed support by taking saline shots that appeared to
be real vaccine death jabs. These are the ones we must focus on punishing first. 

BTW, there is no reliable record that Weingarten took any of the death jabs, although she certainly is responsible for
millions of children and teachers being forced to take it.

 

Southern_Boy





1 Reply

1 week ago

What is a fitting punishment for such ghoulishness?
VWAndy





2 Reply

1 week ago

Death to the system that enabled this. This was a DOD rollout, with all the security state protections. I doubt much
will survive of our bloated government if real justice is administered. Just get rid of 15 of the alphabet agencies, cut
federal expenditures by 75%, and hold a multi-year truth commission where everything that is hidden is revealed.

HamFistedIdiot





2

1 week ago

I volunteer  to lead the  inquis..,  ah, investigation!,  I know almost  all of  the  leaders, researchers, corporations,
which  were  involved,  from  1990 onward.   I have  all  the  goods  on  all of  them.  Anyone  volunteer  to  be the 
juty,  and who  will be  the  execut..  dang,  who  will  meet  out  punishment????

Dr Truth





1

1 week ago

I will execute traitors, happily.
The Gun Is Good





right now

That is the whole thing with "truth commissions" as were held in South Africa. The truth is revealed, but there is
no direct punishment, at least to my knowledge. People step forward and tell everything. They do this because
there is no downside or risk. In our country, the disease is so comprehensive that some kind of immunity must
exist as EVERY party who had even a whiff of a sense of foul play with COVID will tell everything. This would all
be recorded in some indelible manner, hopefully never to be repeated in the future. Amen

HamFistedIdiot





17 Reply

1 week ago

I provided my family with all the information they needed to make an "Informed" decision.  I warned them that messing with your
DNA is not the way to go.  They ignored me, went ahead and got multiple shots.  They all won't talk to me now.  I don't know if
it's embarrassment or they are afraid I'll say "I told you so."

nowhereman





10 Reply

1 week ago

I read your comment and thought I came across one of my old comments.  I have written almost word for word what you
wrote a couple of times in the past.

No one will ever admit they lined their children up for a poison shot.  They will never admit they were stupid enough to get an
experiemental "vaccine", three times.

"It is easier to fool people than it is to convince them they have been fooled"

People are just too smart to be fooled.....i guess.

Okinawa.nishihara





15 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

They are quiet because they are 'worried, embarrassed'  and I believe also losing cognitive function and don't want to think about
it. 

This is anecdotal but I share it because this even shocked me. I have a close family friend of 20 years, who relatively is a smart,
questioning person, or I should say WAS. She took the first couple of shots, then asked me what I thought as she knows how
much immune science I've studied ( 15 years infact) ..true story, I spent 4 hours explaining  the known science from top to bottom
 regarding mRNA shots. She then went ahead anyway and got boosted, and she complained that I 'lectured her' - well, yeah, she
asked me to.   NOW -

 - she is BLIND in one eye, directly due to the booster shot ..the optician told her is was shingles ( a widespread side effect)
started directly after 3rd shot ... I warned her again, didn't listen, now blind in that eye.

 - she now has spinal issues - just a year ago she was able to go on backpack trip for weeks to South America, after 3rd shot she
 is now unable to even hike ... 

Most worrying to me ( and I've confirmed with others) she shows the typical signs I've seen in many, of 'personality change'
..particularly loss of questioning she once had, and missing a lot of recall of events. I believe its early prions diseases and this in
the long run will be a  nightmare, widespread loss of cognitive ability, a vast population of  mentally disabled/dementia. I TRULY
hope I'm wrong, but the risk is high.

So no, they don't want to talk about, and literally it seems aren't ABLE to talk about it ..due to damage to cognitive function
...either due to prions ( as animals studies on mRNA all showed) and or other effects.

Literally every person I've known who got the full set of shots is in ill health  - they get sick more often, have changes in
personality and or health ..its really disturbing and not yet being recognized. Look for disability figures to keep rising ..and
challenge to hire workers who can function ( seeing that now, talked to load of employers who confirm this issue ) - can't be
trained, can't focus, can't actually consistently turn up/work etc ( mental and or physical health issues).

 

ObserverEffect





12 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Sorry about your friend... you tried. I feel ya. We all likely have similar stories, some worse than others. My neighbors, a fairly
active couple in their mid-70s, were both damaged by 2 Modernas each.

He had high blood pressure before, after, 2 vein stents in his chest and a main aeortic heart valve replacement. She had mild
arthritis in her hands, after, full body inflammation, pain and spinal stenosis - she can hardly walk.

Here's what made my heart hurt. I have told them several times I wouldn't ever take a jab for anything in the future and
explained in detail why - these mrna shots are not vaccines; they're gene therapy. I told them SARS Cov2 is a coronavirus =
common cold/flu, of which there are many. Common colds and flu pop up every winter, some worse than others and I have a
badass immune system.

But just last week he asked me if I got a flu jab. Sigh. I said again, no, I would never trust any future jab.

I asked him if he got one and he said yes. I asked why, since he was so damaged the last 2 times he was jabbed. He said,
with a straight face, "Oh, well, I've never had a problem with a flu shot."

I didn't have the heart to tell him - yes you HAVE had problems with flu shots - you had 2 Moderna mrna coronavirus
(cold/flu) shots and they nearly killed you, and I know both Pfizer and Moderna flu jabs are also mrna - it's likely all jabs are
now - and you just took another booster. Sigh again. Their ability to reason and associate any past experience with future
actions is gone.

I live in a cabin on 100 wooded acres with 2 other cabins spread out - they own one but only come up every weekend and
arrive every Friday afternoon. They didn't show up today.

Squid Pro Quo





9 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Angus Dalgleish: Professor of Oncology at St George's Hospital Medical School, London:
"At the end of last year I reported that I was seeing melanoma patients who had been stable for years relapse after their
first booster (their third injection). I was told it was merely a coincidence and to keep quiet about it, but it became
impossible to do so. The number of my patients affected has been rising ever since. I saw two more cases of cancer
relapse post booster vaccination in my patients just this last week. Other oncologists have contacted me from all over the
world including from Australia and the US. The consensus is that it is no longer confined to melanoma but that increased
incidence of lymphomas, leukaemias and kidney cancers is being seen after booster injections. Additionally my colorectal
cancer colleagues report an epidemic of explosive cancers (those presenting with multiple metastatic spread in the liver
and elsewhere). All these cancers are occurring (with very few exceptions) in patients who have been forced to have a
Covid booster whether they were keen or not, for many so they could travel.  So why are these cancers occurring?  T cell
suppression was my first likely explanation given that immunotherapy is so effective in these cancers. However we
must also now consider DNA plasmid and SV40 integration in promoting cancer development, a feature made even more
concerning by reports that mRNA spike protein binds p53 and other cancer suppressor genes. It is very clear and very
frightening that these vaccines have several elements to cause a perfect storm in cancer development in those patients
lucky enough to have avoided heart attacks, clots, strokes, autoimmune diseases and other common adverse reactions
to the Covid vaccines. To advise booster vaccines, as is the current case, is no more and no less than medical
incompetence; to continue to do so with the above information is medical negligence which can carry a custodial
sentence. No ifs or buts any longer. All mRNA vaccines must be halted and banned now."

https://nitter.net/robinmonotti/status/1712156354092147109

 

https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/mrna-vaccines-must-be-banned-once-and-for-all/ 

keeper20

"It is very clear and very frightening that these vaccines have several elements to cause a perfect
storm in cancer development in those patients lucky enough to have avoided heart attacks, clots,
strokes, autoimmune diseases and other common adverse reactions to the Covid vaccines.

To advise booster vaccines, as is the current case, is no more and no less than medical
incompetence; to continue to do so with the above information is medical negligence which can
carry a custodial sentence."
- Dr. Angus Dalgleish





7 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Thank you one and all.  This is why I read ZH.  It seems to be the booster that sickens and kills.  Hearing more about
cases of turbo cancer all the time.

kaiserhoffen





3 Reply

1 week ago

Thank you, keeper, for posting this ^ keeper - I'll post it and the link far and wide. Every day that drs finally speak out is
a day that might save lives.

Update: The couple next door still haven't shown up and it's just after noon here, EST. I fear the worst and pray for the
best.

Squid Pro Quo





2 Reply

1 week ago

MURDER MOST FOUL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Savagegrace





1 week ago (Edited)

btw, this year's "flu" shot is not the same as in past years.
keeper20
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8 1 Reply

btw, this year's "flu" shot is not the same as in past years.

as bad as they were, now it is infinitely worse.

the flu shot is now an mRNA covid shot. it is no longer a real vaccine, it is an mRNA vax shot.

do your own mother fukken due diligence, please. spread the word, please.

mRNA shots are NOT real vaccines. they destroy the human immune system.




13 Reply

1 week ago

Doctors are liars and disgusting Mengeles. 15 yr old comes into ER complaining of chest pain. No allergies, no co-
morbidities, no medical history no surgeries. Elevated cardiac markers, abnormal EKG, flown out to cardiac hospital for a
cardiac cath. The doctors...nothing. No response, no questions. A medical industry paid to do harm.

ScalpelSharp





8 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

a few doctors, very few, relatively speaking, did speak out.

we must be careful how generally we villianize the leftist conformists. we dont want to be guilty of the same broadbrush
ignorance as those who decided to cull the human race to shorten the lines at the beach ice cream vendors.

generally speaking, my opinion is that we should collectively
destroy the lives of all those who supported the great reset.

even if they are family and friends. this cannot go unmet.

they have violated the social contract and are outlaws.
they cannot be permitted to walk away from this crime.

keeper20





1 Reply

1 week ago

AMEN!
Savagegrace





5 Reply

1 week ago

I have a broadly similar situation with my mother. I tried to warn her.
snaredrumboy





2 Reply

1 week ago

Thanks everyone for your stories/input - its probably only way we will get some truth because the system is not going to
give us 'data' - they are masters of lying and deceit and they have been at this a long time.

But Yes from the quality data we can get, its the booster that seems to be a tipping point for most reactions, but also which
'batch' people were lucky/unlucky to get. But that is only 'so far' -  we will see over the longer term, and i'm even talking 10-
20 years, what the effects are. From my extensive study, and also I have access to ask questions to top scientists, the view
is that most of the effects will be seen over longer term because as i've posted elsewhere the known mechanisms of actions
indicate this. It would take me a very long posts to lay out the known science so far  but i'll summerize it as

 - it clear, that its 'by design' and not 'accident' for example:

- different batches of shots is not possible by accident, it is clear scientific experiment with 'control's 'placebos' and 'active
different batches' ... that itself is a crime against humanity, no one signed up to be a lab rat for human mRNA experiments (
well, not knowingly ). 

 On the batches, and I don't won't to make people more angry but you need to know something :

I have heard from multiple sources - a long time emergency room doctor friend, my cousin who is a NHS nurse, and a  friend
who owns a alternative media site that interviews all the well known medical people who stepped forward like Dr Malone etc
.. who asked them some of my questions THAT

 - Hospital Administrators were the key players here: they are the ones know knew about BATCHES, they had to...AND got
massive financial kickbacks for hospitals/fees ..if/when this comes out it will destroy the medical industry ...i.e. they KNEW
what was happening ..... whether the Doctors did, some did, some didn't ..or didn't want to know ..etc   

My expectations is there will NEVER be a Trial - they set it up with UAE legal protections knowing all this, and preventing a
trial etc ... they can't, because it would reveal the depths of treachery against us ..it would literally bring down entire system,
so, they instead 'double down' and give psychopath Fauci Nobel prize.

ObserverEffect





14 Reply

1 week ago

The silence from the scientific and medical communities after the report that there were extensive quantities of DNA in the vax is
particularly unnerving. One senses they are all fearful of doing anything that might get them on the wrong side of the Deep State.

Neo Conscious





1 Reply

1 week ago

The most harsh punishment imaginable is justified to bring peace.
Savagegrace





4 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Here is how it works:

 - Nurses do what Doctors tell them

 - Doctors do what  Admins and CDC/NIH and Pharma tell them

 - Admins were paid off by Pharma - incredible sums for diagnosing covid etc (using fake tests)

 - CDC/NIH are owned by Pharma and 'deep state' ( for want of better term, its more complex than that, but..)

 A few nurses/doctors realized and spoke up, so were fired/lost licenses to frighten any others into compliance, so there
were for sure alot of Doctors who 'knew' but 'didn't want to lose high paying career'

If you looks at the Stanley Milligram experiments conducted to understand 'why do people follow orders' - doctors actually
are more likely to harm others (torture) than average person ... note during Nuremberg trials it was Doctors who were behind
most of worst - the entire Eugenics program was accepted 'medical science' of time, and torture Dr Mengele etc ... and this
led to the legal protections  including informed consent

 - which literally every Govt and medical body in worlds collectively ignored and are thus criminals .. and did so for
something no worse than a flu ... this was NOT an accident, but a highly planned event obviously.

FYI - plenty of scientists ( doctors are not scientists ) knew, but similarly they didn't want to lose tenured careers and I've
spoken to a few who were threatened into silence.

Sadly, most people can be easily controlled by fear of losing high paying careers, and even if people spoke up .. we saw the
massive propaganda machine that in place that tore them to pieces ..Dr Malone who contributed to mRNA development is
prime example - so, few wanted to be take that on, knowing that you would be de-platformed, your entire career 're-written'
by Ministry of Truth etc 

I'm not saying that excuses any of it, but, in my life experience few people are prepared to take on this system or in a
position to take it on.

* and if take your 'resistance' to point of actual threat, here is what happens to you..at best.

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/its-disgusting-what-theyre-doing-tucker-carlson-describes-visit-julian-assange

ObserverEffect





2 Reply

1 week ago

Integrity always comes at a price. An its usually pretty steep.

 

VWAndy





14 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

 What gets me is they all knew better and did it anyway. Im no expert and reasoned out it was bs in the first days. There is
absolutely no excuse for professional people to not have all called bs. 

 Buncha !@#$%^& flying monkey's did the stupid shit for money and fd up society itself!

VWAndy





8 1 Reply

1 week ago

hence my sad belief that they must face the consequences that they wished on the unjabbed.
keeper20





7 Reply

1 week ago

Thanks for that.   When you saw the now scrubbed pics of people dropping dead on the streets in China, it looked like a real
modern plague, but then it got here on the west coast.   I told my family then, if it can't kill the drug addled "homeless" living
on the side walks, it is no threat to us, and yet the lies and the hype continue.  We need trials for the evil tyrant class.

kaiserhoffen





Reply

12 seconds ago (Edited)

Fake pics / vids of the Chinese fallen. I heard some of those unstable folks were actually from an earthquake in another
country. Think twice before believing what you see on the web or teevee. :)

HamFistedIdiot





Reply

1 week ago

The 1976 swine flu "epidemic" is what tipped me off to this monstrous debacle.

The minute I heard about this, I knew in my heart that it was MURDER!

Savagegrace





12 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Just look what happened to the Boomer generation, then beyond. Kennedy assassinated. LBJ & pals sold weaponry to the
enemy in the criminal war based upon a pack of lies in Southeast Asia, Nixon was Kissinger's loyal puppet throughout his evil
macabre presidency to render the dollar into fiat currency, the damage being so great that even the dark lords gave the country
something of a break with Reagan and Carter, until they could bring forth the bed-hopper for whom Clinton Body Count was
named, followed by the generational warmongering Bushes (Prescott along w/Fritz Thyiessen provided much of Hitler's funding), 
and The Guy From Nowhere (Obama who was awarded the Nobel peace Prize before he could even unleash ISIS upon the
Middle East's Christian populations)

SaunaTales





8 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

those who work as mules, collecting and delivering multiple write-in ballots, should be executed on the spot. it should be a
death sentence to drop multiple ballots into those fake boxes. the fake-election officials who ordered the boxes to be placed
should be sent to solitary confinement in a covid ward until they are cured of life. no mercy for great resetters. none. death.

 

too many victims of the great reset already and forever into the future for this to be forgiven.

retribution must be exacted from them. deathly retribution and pain must visit them.

repair the broken elections; fake politicians, and phony pandemics have fatal consequences.

 

keeper20





Reply

1 week ago

NO FORGIVENESS!!!
Savagegrace





11 Reply

1 week ago

The fatal problem with Democracy is it never rises above the zeitgeist of the population.

The zeitgeist of the USA has been in free-fall for a generation.

iquetzal





10 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

As long as Fauci is walking around a free man the US and the world are evil.

Independent Thinker





6 Reply

1 week ago

Birx was representing the DOD during the deployment of their bioweapons platform. Tucker is correct. We are still in extreme
danger. Fauci is partly responsible but isn't alone. Lot of people need to be waterboarded. I start with Fauci, Birx, Daszak,
and Baric.... see what other names they cough up. Pompeo, Haspel, Burns, and Milley deserve a lot of scrutiny. 

goldhoarder





Reply

1 week ago

An dont forget all those flying monkey's. They were the ones that carried out the ghoulishness for all the wrong reasons.
VWAndy





8 Reply

1 week ago

People are in prison for walking through the Capitol building.

The covid con killers walk free with mountains of cash stuffed in their pockets.

Murder is OK when you do it for the right people.

MrBoompi





6 Reply

1 week ago

Satan and his seed are a real thing.  He want to destroy God's creation and his time grows short.
Ozarkian





6 Reply

1 week ago

What virus?

I'm sure as hell not forgetting how the lying assholes acted.

A price has got to be paid at some point, and I'm sure I'm not the only one with a "list."

BanjoMama





4 Reply

1 week ago

Psychologist Stanley Milgrim found that 80% of the population do not have the psychological or moral resources to defy an
authority's order no matter how illegitimate the order is. Only 20% have critical thinking capacity.

Brushy





2 Reply

1 week ago

That same 20% that get most of the real work done. Funny that.
VWAndy





2 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

The Pareto Principle, also known as the "80/20" rule, states that for many events, roughly 80% of effects come from 20%
of the causes. The Pareto Principle can be applied to a variety of situations, including business, economics, and quality
control.  I’m sure Pavlov factors in there somewhere.  

Jury_rggd





4 Reply

1 week ago

We can only pray that all the Libtards that took the shot, get the clot.
CarlitosWay123





3 1 Reply

1 week ago

It's bad karma to pray for that. But if it happens, and they continue to be in denial, it will dampen my empathy, for sure.
HamFistedIdiot





3 Reply

1 week ago

Why anyone would trust a governmental agency, or any governmental "authority" (totally illegitimate to begin with, but that is
another discussion) is beyond my comprehension.  After what I have seen, after the history I have read, and after reading my
bible.... do NOT trust anyone who uses FORCE to convince you of anything, and do not CONSENT to a LIE

Nil Carborundum Illegitimus





Reply

1 week ago

Well said, and totally agreed.

Additionally, the fact that people who don't pay "income" (extortion) taxes or property taxes (also extortion, and nullifying of
true property ownership) are allowed to "vote"TM in a system that appropriates monies taken from those paying the
extortion fees further reveals what a rotten scam "government" is. Fuck government. Whenever I hear people say that the
US is somehow the "free-est" nation on earth, I want to punch them in their god-damned mouths. Freedom either IS, or it
ISN'T. And in this bullshit country--which extolls itself as being a free land--it is almost completely down the toilet, all while
"citizens" celebrate what I call national death days: Veterans Day, Memorial Day, Independence (yeah, right...) Day. The
Founders of this nation faced far less abuse than we tolerate today, and they chose to inevitably kill or attempt to kill their
abusers. They knew tyranny only can be eliminated through violence, no matter how "godly" patriots may be.... they
implored Providence, yes, but they also knew that death had to be meted out. (Listening to someone like Glen Beck as I do
occasionally, I just shake my head in disbelief; he thinks praying and "getting right with God" is all that is needed. It is not all;
it is pretty far from being the viable solution.)

The Gun Is Good





Reply

1 week ago

Jesus said...
"My Kingdom is not of this world!"

 

That is the best news I have heard I think...

 

Only the Illegitimate satanic kingdom has a voice on the airwaves... Prince of the power of the AIR...  All the talking heads
are controlled opposition... get an honest journalist like Assange, and you see what happens... get an honest pastor, and
they are destroyed... Nil Carborundum Illegitimus!!!

Nil Carborundum Illegitimus





1 Reply

1 week ago

I respect that.  But what about this world? Is it not worth fighting for? (I intend to fight... but then again, I love a lost
cause!)

The Gun Is Good





1 Reply

1 week ago

Well, I totally agree.  I certainly don't believe in a pre trib rapture... going to reap what we have sewn.... BUT  History
shows that the MOB doesn't make good decisions, ie French Revolution.  My intelligent vietnam vet buddy says...
they have no defense against the lone gunman!

But the have every opposition co opted...  I think personally that the answer is spiritual in nature... pray to YOUR
God... whatever that looks like.  We need intervention!!!

Nil Carborundum Illegitimus





1 week ago

Right on!
The Gun Is Good





3 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

 

I'm pretty sure the bio weapon inside of many people worldwide has not been activated yet.

 

Southern_Boy





2 Reply

1 week ago

 

The sooner it burns, the sooner we can start over.

 

Kokulakai





2 Reply

1 week ago

 An they expect us to thank them for it!
VWAndy





1 Reply

1 week ago

The offending monsters MUST be hunted down and mutilated beyond recognition.
Savagegrace





1 6 Reply

1 week ago

Any business can see that the so called " Gemba "  and " Kaizan ",  was a last ditch effort of a little worth Japan Toyota ideal.

Hamper is what that is now.

A little to no value worth.

I see em looking at the charts.

laugh at the fact that those walking never really care

Sounds like General Hospital

Bo and Hope

Not Luke and Laura

Even if,  the World Turns,  I remember

Politicians,   you hold no candle to the worthwhile wit of any taxpayer.

So,  A diew.  A mountain with nothing

- American without a reeses Peanut butter cup

P.S.  Smart enough to remember Tic tac and Dough

hayits grass





Reply

1 week ago

if you don't say anything, you wont offend anyone, then you wont become a target and can live a life in quiet peace
rphb





Reply

1 week ago

The gray man.
The Gun Is Good
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10 Reply

1 week ago

BORED. 

Yall ain't never gonna to talk yourselves up the courage to resist this tyranny. 

You're just trying to sound tough because it's another rigged election coming up, so you need to get back to maintaining the lie. 

Like I said: BORED. 

You Little Rascal





9 Reply

1 week ago

so how does it all end, globalist pandemics or the Zionist Master Plan?  Be honest, wouldn't you rather die with a respirator on
your face (or collapsed on an athletic field, on a news broaodcast, at school, etc. etc. etc.) than in a mushroom cloud?  

SaunaTales





13 1 Reply

1 week ago

no
Kiteh Kawasaki
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1 week ago

you first asso
keeper20





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

wouldn't it be nice if world peace and prosperity could be brought about simply by provoking people to outrage?
SaunaTales





Reply

1 week ago

You should hang yourself in shame!
Savagegrace
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